Fabrication of porous polymer monoliths covalently attached to the walls of channels in plastic microdevices.
UV-initiated grafting of plastic tubes and microfluidic chips with ethylene diacrylate followed by the preparation of porous polymer monoliths has been studied. The first step affords a thin grafted layer of polymer with a multiplicity of pendent double bonds that are then used in the second step for covalent attachment of the monolith to the wall. As clearly seen on scanning electron micrographs, this procedure prevents the formation of voids at the monolith-channel interface a problem that has always plagued approaches involving bulk polymerization in nontreated channels due to the shrinkage of the monolith during the polymerization process and its lack of compatibility with the material of the device. Irradiation with UV light through a photomask allows precise patterning specifying both the area subjected to surface modification and the location of the monolith within specific areas of the device.